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Menahem Kister

Interaction of Text and Vocabulary in Rabbinic Literature 
and the Bible: A Case Study (Ecclesiastes Rabbah / Zuta 7: 7)

This article seeks to demonstrate the crucial ramifications of textual 
problems for lexicological studies. These include problems of transmission, 
appropriation, redaction, and transformation of traditions in rabbinic 
compilations. These issues are illustrated through scrutiny of the midrashim 
on Eccl 7: 7 and their parallels in rabbinic literature. Similar phenomena 
in biblical literature, especially in the book of Proverbs, are also treated.

Awareness of the poor state of preservation of classical rabbinic works 
and of the various mutations of traditions has important implications for 
lexical studies of these texts: the same words, or apparent synonyms, can 
have different meanings in different layers: (a) the text of the midrash 
(e.g., Eccl. Rab.) as it came down to us; (b) the reconstructed original 
text of the midrash on Ecclesiastes; (c) the putative original wording of 
the tradition underlying the midrash; and, of course, (d) later reworking 
of the passage or tradition. Similarly, the definition of the meaning of 
words in the Proverbs (and elsewhere in the Bible) is closely related to 
the transformation of these verses in the Bible.

The lexical focus in this article concerns the roots קנט ,קפד ,עסק, and 
especially the various meanings of the root עשק (in both rabbinic and 
biblical literature): (a) false accusation, lie; (b) pride; and (c) disrespect, 
contempt, abuse. Identifying these rare meanings of this root – inferred 
from other Semitic languages (Syriac), Biblical Hebrew, and Mishnaic 
Hebrew – is crucial for understanding the midrashic passage on Eccl 7: 7 
and its variations, and the redaction of the midrashic compilations in 
which it is included.
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Elitzur A. Bar-Asher Siegal

Notes on the Emergence of Negation Words 
in the Semitic Languages

Van der Auwera (2010) proposed three types of cross-linguistic historical 
sources for negative elements. In this paper, I provide examples of the 
three types from Hebrew and other related Semitic languages. More 
specifically, I focus on the origin of the negator lāw in the Late Eastern 
Aramaic dialects, comparing the early stage of the development in Syriac 
with the later stage in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic. The claim is that, in 
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, lāw indicates external negation. The syntactic 
and semantic characteristics of this type of negation are explored here.

Moshe Florentin

The Elision of He between Vowels, the 3rd-person 
m.s. Pronominal Suffix, and Monophthongization 

in Tiberian Hebrew

This paper examines the linguistic processes that led to the formation of 
the 3rd-person m.s. pronominal suffix, that is, סּוָסיו, instead of the expected 
 nouns, in which ל"י I contend that this morpheme originated with .סּוֵסיהּו
the singular inflection became identical to that of the plural. The distinction 
formed in this paradigm between the singular הּו יו and the plural ַמֲעׂשֵ  ַמֲעׂשָ
subsequently migrated to all nouns. The process which eventually led to 
the formation of the morpheme ָ־יו began with the monophthongization 
of the diphthong ay in the sequence *ayhū into ā. At this point, once the 
he was dropped, another diphthong was created: āw. Due to its weight, 
this diphthong resisted monophthongization. This leads to a proposed 
new formulation of monophthongization in Tiberian Hebrew, according 
to which weight takes precedence over all other factors in determining 
the diphthong’s behavior.

The masculine and feminine singular third-person pronominal suffixes 
were also discussed. With regard to the masculine suffix *hū, the preservation 
of the he was made possible (though not mandatory) only after a heavy 
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syllable. In contrast to the masculine suffix *hū, whose vowel was always 
long, the pre-Hebraic feminine pronominal suffix was *h�,̆ its length being 
determined by the weight of the previous syllable: the suffix’s vowel was 
long when the preceding syllable was heavy. By analyzing the behavior 
of he in these two suffixes, the following picture emerges: when the two 
syllables were equal in terms of weight the he was nearly always preserved 
(it tended to be dropped only in the sequence *-īhū), but when the syllables 
were of different weights (namely in case of the 3rd-person masculine suffix 
*-ăhū) it was always dropped.

Mordechay Mishor

Double Yod as a Mater Lectionis for S ̣ere 
in Manuscripts of Ancient Literature

While engaged in working on the Historical Dictionary Project, a number 
of occurrences of double yod as a mater lectionis for sẹre in manuscripts of 
ancient literature attracted my attention. This phenomenon presumably 
attests to a diphthongal pronunciation of the sẹre, a typical feature of 
the Ashkenazi tradition, in which ē in open syllables shifted to ey in the 
thirteenth century. A striking picture arises from the evidence: some of 
the occurrences belong to non-Ashkenazi manuscripts and, moreover, 
several date before the diphthongization in Ashkenaz. The reliability of 
some of these occurrences required careful philological analysis.

Jonathan Jacobs

The Four Senses of Ki: The Teaching of Rabbi Shimon 
ben Lakish and the “Tradition of the Verses” 

in Medieval Exegesis

The Babylonian Talmud records the famous teaching of Rabbi Shimon ben 
Lakish, an amora from the land of Israel, noting that the word כי is used in 
the Bible in four different senses: כי משמש בארבע לשונות — אי, דילמא, אלא, דהא.
Rabbi Shimon ben Lakish does not elaborate as to whether his teaching is 
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a lexicological statement or meant as guidance for translators, nor does he 
illustrate the different meanings of the word כי. Eleventh-century Jewish 
scholars mention a tradition that exemplifies each of the four senses of 
the word by means of a particular verse (the “tradition of the verses”).

The present article seeks to clarify the medieval commentators’ 
understanding of Ben Lakish’s intention, and the relationship between 
his teaching and the “tradition of the verses”. Opinions among the major 
early commentators are divided, with Rashi taking one position and his 
contemporaries another. Whereas the latter scholars (the Masora on 
Onkelos, R. Judah ibn Balaam, Nathan ben Yehiel of Rome, R. Nathan ben 
Makhir) assume that Ben Lakish’s teaching and the “tradition of the verses” 
aimed to provide guidance to translators of the Bible, Rashi proposed 
that they had been meant as a lexicological comment on the word כי. 
Rashi’s innovation, however, was not adopted by the commentators who 
followed in his path (Yosef Bekhor-Shor, Hizkuni), who reverted to the 
interpretation of the teaching as a note for translators.

Hsin-Chih Perng

Uses of the Particle כען
in Palestinian Jewish Aramaic Targumim

The particle כען has traditionally been understood as a temporal adverb 
(=‘now’) in all Aramaic dialects. Based on an exhaustive study of the 
available, relevant sources, this paper shows that this is probably not the 
case for the Palestinian Jewish Aramaic targumim, where (כדו)ן is the 
temporal adverb for ‘now’, and the particle כען is used in diverse ways. 
It is the counterpart of the Hebrew particle נא, but is also added in many 
places, where there is no נא in the Hebrew text, to express nuances of 
entreaty, politeness, suggestion, urge, or intention, often corresponding 
to the paragogic ָ־ה of the long imperative and cohortative forms. In other 
instances it may serve to draw attention, intensify the tone, or point out 
a logical conclusion. In some targumic circles, the phrase אנה כען is the 
equivalent of the Hebrew pronoun אנכי (as opposed to אני), and היך כען 
the equivalent of the Hebrew form איכה (as distinct from איך). The particle 
 is thus employed as a means of formal, artificial distinction between כען
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synonymous Hebrew forms. Except for this last targumic technique, all 
the other uses of כען have their source in the various uses of the Hebrew 
word עתה, which is much more than a temporal adverb.

These findings, when compared with the usage in late Jewish Aramaic 
targumim, show that several uses of כען are unique to Palestinian Jewish 
targumim. The distribution and uses of כדו ,כען, and כדון in Aramaic 
texts enable us to distinguish between dialects and understand textual 
relationships, and assist us in undertaking textual criticism.

Vered Saydon

The Hebrew Pattern Pāʿūl (עּול  A Diachronic :(ּפָ
and Synchronic Study

This article deals with the polysemous nature of the Hebrew form עּול  by ּפָ
examining the semantic and pragmatic uses of five lexemes – ָאסּור ,ָאנּוס ,ָאהּוב, 
 from both a synchronic and diachronic viewpoint. The study – ָארּור ,ָארּוז
traces the changes in their meanings and structures throughout the history 
of the Hebrew language, while identifying regularities in their paths of 
semantic change and their underlying reasons. The main hypothesis of the 
study is that עּול  acquired its discourse and pragmatic functions following ּפָ
the revival of Hebrew as a spoken language. This is predicated by recent 
linguists who note the processes of subjectification and grammaticalization 
in the history of many languages (Traugott and others). This study is part 
of a larger study which examines all עּול  ,words in contemporary Hebrew ּפָ
describing the multiple meanings and structures of each and every one 
in the modern as well as in the classical periods, and conjecturing the 
historical order in which these meanings and structures arose.

Avraham Holtz

The Tricky Ultimate Tav Qamas ̣

The word discussed here, tiʿtāʿnû, is the last in the alphabetical sequence 
of the “Short Confession”, in which all the verbs are perfect forms ending 
in -nû, indicating that the subject is first-person plural. By misconstruing 
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the qamas ̣of the pausal form, the subject and object of this final verb are 
changed. In the resulting translation, “You [God] have led us astray”, if 
the subject were indeed You, the verb would be tiʿtaʿtānû, with the letter 
taw appearing three times, twice from the four-letter root, and once 
from the second-person singular subject in the past perfect form. This 
misunderstanding of the grammatical structure is not in accordance with 
the other verbs in the Confession and leads to a theological conundrum.

Uzzi Ornan

Perfect Latin Conversion for Hebrew

Converting Hebrew to Latin characters is a common necessity in daily life, 
encompassing names of streets, villages, cities, as well as personal names 
listed in various records. In addition, thousands of Hebrew titles stored in 
libraries worldwide are registered in both the original Hebrew characters 
and in Latin script. However, Latin script does not adequately convert 
Hebrew and none of the various suggested methods of conversion enables 
automatic restoration of the original Hebrew text. This paper suggests a 
new one-to-one corresponding conversion, suitable for every period and 
all Hebrew pronunciations. The converted Hebrew can be automatically 
restored to the original letters in either plene writing or pointed Hebrew.

At present conversion is usually accomplished either according to letters 
or to sounds, but each approach has shortcomings. I therefore propose a 
third approach, based on the phonemes and their realizations, the sounds. 
The conversion consists of two steps: rules for representing phonemic 
structure and rules for reading phones. In so doing, the program mimics 
the natural human cognitive process performed in the brain on receiving 
auditory information. Thus phonemes (neither letters nor sounds) should 
serve as the basis for the conversion. When we read the conversion we 
must take into account that phonemes can be realized in many ways, and 
the specific reading is the outcome of various conditions.
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Amir Gaash

How to Build a New Word: A Study of a Chapter of the 
Karaite Grammatical Treatise Meʾor ʿAyin

Meʾor ʿAyin is a Karaite pedagogical grammar of Biblical Hebrew written 
in Arabicized Hebrew. It appears that it was originally written in Arabic by 
a Karaite author in Jerusalem in the latter half of the eleventh century and 
was translated into Hebrew in Byzantium later in that century. One of its 
chapters describes how to build a new word. Apparently, the description is 
to a large extent based on some sections of the Karaite grammatical treatise 
Kitāb al-ʿUqūd fī Tasạ̄rīf al-Luġa al-ʿIbrāniyya and to a lesser extent on 
the grammatical works of Abū al-Faraj Hārūn. These sources shed light 
on the grammatical ideas and terminology of Meʾor ʿAyin.

Maya Fruchtman

Michal Ephratt, When Silence Speaks: Silence as Verbal Means of 
Expression from a Linguistic Point of View, Jerusalem: 

Magnes, 2014, 508 pp.

This article reviews the linguistic study of silence by Michal Ephratt, who 
aims to prove that we can study and write the grammar of silence using 
the same linguistic means employed in learning and teaching verbal 
language. Ephratt speaks of silence-connected terminology – (in English) 
dumbness, muteness, stillness, speechlessness – all of which have roles in 
spoken and written texts. But only “silence” has the functions of speech, 
which are exhibited when we actually “talk” silence. “Talking silence” can 
be analyzed by linguistic means such as phonology, morphology, syntax, 
and all other fields of grammar.

Ephratt looks at the major studies of great linguists, applying their tools 
for researching language to the research of silence. For example, Ephratt 
uses the six functions of language described by Roman Jakobson in his 
communication-functions model. In so doing, she first differentiates 
between pause, which is outside language, and eloquent silence, which is a 
significant means of verbal communication alongside speech. She then goes 
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on to analyze the roles played by eloquent silence in Jakobson’s model by 
explaining and demonstrating how eloquent silence serves as a significant 
means of expression within each of the six specific functions. Next, she 
analyzes famous “silences” in literature and the Bible and some Modern 
Hebrew texts and proves that silence must be treated by the same means 
as words and sentences. Ephratt’s study is a significant contribution to the 
study of linguistics, illuminating hitherto unstudied aspects of language.
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